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	Categories	Food
	Freebies
	Recharge
	Travel


	Stores	Ajio
	Amazon
	Flipkart
	Uber
	All Stores


	Recharge	Freecharge
	Paytm
	Payzapp
	Phonepe
	Talkcharge
	Free Recharge
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[image: phonepe refer and earn offer]                                    Phonepe Sign up offer: Earn Flat 100 Rs in Refer and earn offer










[image: creditmantri referral code]                                    Creditmantri – Get 100 Rs Paytm Cash for every 3 friends you Invite
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Get Best Deals and Coupons on Hexcode
When we listen to Shopping word, everyone gets Crazy! It’s like a dose of Happiness for some people. While shopping online you get a large number of options to choose and a better price than your local market. More surprisingly you can always find many deals online which makes your shopping more joyful. So why to pay extra while you can save while shopping online.? We at Hexcode provides the best shopping deals and coupons across Indian E-commerce. We are Indian users focused on online shopping destination which helps you to grab best deals and coupons across all merchants in India. Hexcode doesn’t sell any product and we only provide information to make your shopping experience even better.
Many times we face the issue of expired coupons which are still showing live on other sites. But at Hexcode.in, you will never face any such issue. We respect your valuable time. That’s why we manually check all coupons, deals and offers before publishing on the website and change its title or remove deal as soon as it expires. Maybe that’s the reason we have thousands of Subscribers in a very short time. Though we provide best deals for hundreds of Stores. Still, we update the best deals of the day in Homepage as Featured Section.
How to Use Coupon Codes?
Coupons, Deals and offers, that’s all we provide. It will be very easy for you to use these coupons on Hexcode if you are a regular online shopper, If you aren’t we are here for you. To use coupons, Just click on “Show coupon” button on any particular post and a popup will appear showing coupon. You don’t need to write it anywhere as the coupon will be copied automatically to your clipboard. Also, landing URL or offer URL will be opened in the background tab, Purchase any item according to deal and Use that coupon on “Apply Coupon” Field while checkout. That’s it, you will get discount/cashback according to coupon type. Is not it very easy to save money by using coupons? To use deals, Just click on the “Get Deal” button and offer URL will be opened in a new browser tab. You will find products at a discounted price (No need to apply any coupon).
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